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Larson's PRECALCULUS WITH LIMITS is known for delivering the same sound,
consistently structured explanations and exercises of mathematical concepts as the
market-leading PRECALCULUS, with a laser focus on preparing students for calculus.
In LIMITS, the author includes a brief algebra review of core precalculus topics along
with coverage of analytic geometry in three dimensions and an introduction to concepts
covered in calculus. With the Fourth Edition, Larson continues to revolutionize the way
students learn material by incorporating more real-world applications, ongoing review,
and innovative technology. How Do You See It? exercises give students practice
applying the concepts, and new Summarize features, and Checkpoint problems
reinforce understanding of the skill sets to help students better prepare for tests. The
companion website LarsonPrecalculus.com offers free access to multiple tools and
resources to supplement students’ learning. Stepped-out solution videos with
instruction are available at CalcView.com for selected exercises throughout the text.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Coffee shop manager Claire Cosi investigates the murder of a website editor after the
launch of online sales for a java love potion called "Mocha Magic Coffee" made with her
own Village Blend coffee beans.
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Review every skill and question type needed for SAT success – now with eight total
practice tests. The 2018 edition of The Official SAT Study Guide doubles the number of
official SAT® practice tests to eight – all of them created by the test maker. As part of
the College Board's commitment to transparency, all practice tests are available on the
College Board's website, but The Official SAT Study Guide is the only place to find
them in print along with over 250 pages of additional instruction, guidance, and test
information. With updated guidance and practice problems that reflect the most recent
information, this new edition takes the best-selling SAT guide and makes it even more
relevant and useful. Be ready for the SAT with strategies and up-to-date information
straight from the exam writers. The Official SAT Study Guide will help students get
ready for the SAT with: • 8 official SAT practice tests, written in the exact same process
and by the same team of authors as the actual exam • detailed descriptions of the math
and evidenced based reading and writing sections • targeted practice questions for
each SAT question type • guidance on the new optional essay, including practice essay
questions with sample responses • seamless integration with Official SAT Practice on
Khan Academy
D'Amico writes that when he lived in Lebanon and Morocco he taught plays such as
Othello to students who, no doubt, would have been considered Moors by
Shakespeare's contemporaries. His experience as an outsider trying to understand
another culture shapes this work about the boundaries of perception set by race,
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religion and custom and about the boundaries of the imagination.
Addressing numerous critical questions, this practical guide is aimed at higher
education leaders and their boards, the campus leaders charged with executing
transformative mergers, and any policy makers interested in change management or
the future of higher education.
By combining algebraic and graphical approaches with practical business and personal
finance applications, FINANCIAL ALGEBRA, Second Edition, motivates high school
students to explore algebraic thinking patterns and functions in a financial context.
FINANCIAL ALGEBRA, Second Edition will help your students achieve success by
offering an applications based learning approach incorporating Algebra I, Algebra II,
and Geometry topics. Authors Gerver and Sgroi have spent more than 25 years
working with students of all ability levels and they have found the most success when
connecting math to the real world. With new features, such as What’s the Problem?,
FINANCIAL ALGEBRA, Second Edition encourages students to be actively involved in
applying mathematical ideas to their everyday lives. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
With the 1989 release of Everybody Counts by the Mathematical Sciences Education
Board (MSEB) of the National Research Council and the Curriculum and Evaluation
Standards for School Mathematics by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
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(NCTM), the "standards movement" in K-12 education was launched. Since that time,
the MSEB and the NCTM have remained committed to deepening the public debate,
discourse, and understanding of the principles and implications of standards-based
reform. One of the main tenets in the NCTM Standards is commitment to providing highquality mathematical experiences to all students. Another feature of the Standards is
emphasis on development of specific mathematical topics across the grades. In
particular, the Standards emphasize the importance of algebraic thinking as an
essential strand in the elementary school curriculum. Issues related to school algebra
are pivotal in many ways. Traditionally, algebra in high school or earlier has been
considered a gatekeeper, critical to participation in postsecondary education, especially
for minority students. Yet, as traditionally taught, first-year algebra courses have been
characterized as an unmitigated disaster for most students. There have been many
shifts in the algebra curriculum in schools within recent years. Some of these have
been successful first steps in increasing enrollment in algebra and in broadening the
scope of the algebra curriculum. Others have compounded existing problems. Algebra
is not yet conceived of as a K-14 subject. Issues of opportunity and equity persist.
Because there is no one answer to the dilemma of how to deal with algebra, making
progress requires sustained dialogue, experimentation, reflection, and communication
of ideas and practices at both the local and national levels. As an initial step in moving
from national-level dialogue and speculations to concerted local and state level work on
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the role of algebra in the curriculum, the MSEB and the NCTM co-sponsored a national
symposium, "The Nature and Role of Algebra in the K-14 Curriculum," on May 27 and
28, 1997, at the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C.
Geometry has been an essential element in the study of mathematics since antiquity.
Traditionally, we have also learned formal reasoning by studying Euclidean geometry. In this
book, David Clark develops a modern axiomatic approach to this ancient subject, both in
content and presentation. Mathematically, Clark has chosen a new set of axioms that draw on
a modern understanding of set theory and logic, the real number continuum and measure
theory, none of which were available in Euclid's time. The result is a development of the
standard content of Euclidean geometry with the mathematical precision of Hilbert's
foundations of geometry. In particular, the book covers all the topics listed in the Common
Core State Standards for high school synthetic geometry. The presentation uses a guided
inquiry, active learning pedagogy. Students benefit from the axiomatic development because
they themselves solve the problems and prove the theorems with the instructor serving as a
guide and mentor. Students are thereby empowered with the knowledge that they can solve
problems on their own without reference to authority. This book, written for an undergraduate
axiomatic geometry course, is particularly well suited for future secondary school teachers. In
the interest of fostering a greater awareness and appreciation of mathematics and its
connections to other disciplines and everyday life, MSRI and the AMS are publishing books in
the Mathematical Circles Library series as a service to young people, their parents and
teachers, and the mathematics profession.
Analytic trigonometry with applications / Raymond A. Barnett ... [et al.]. 10th. 2009.
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Back by popular demand! Addresses professional mathematics teaching on the basis of two
assumptions: teachers are primary figures in changing the way mathematics is taught and
learned in schools and change requires that teachers have long-term support and adequate
resources.
KEY BENEFIT: Harshbarger/Yocco's College Algebra in Context with Applications for the
Managerial, Life, and Social Sciences, Third Edition uses modeling and real-data problems to
develop the skills that readers will need for their future courses and careers. Applications
anticipate the math that readers will encounter in their professional lives, giving them the
practice they need to become adept problem-solvers. Every chapter begins with the Algebra
Toolbox, which reviews the skills and concepts necessary to master the material ahead. This
new full-color edition offers a greater number of technology tips, and the content has been
reorganized to accommodate a wide range of course syllabi. KEY TOPICS: Functions, Graphs,
and Models; Linear Models, Equations and Inequalities; Quadratic and Other Nonlinear
Functions; Additional Topics with Functions; Exponential and Logarithmic Functions; HigherDegree Polynomial and Rational Functions; Systems of Equations and Inequalities; Matrices;
Special Topics MARKET: For all readers interested in college algebra.
This book contributes to the field of mathematical problem solving by exploring current themes,
trends and research perspectives. It does so by addressing five broad and related dimensions:
problem solving heuristics, problem solving and technology, inquiry and problem posing in
mathematics education, assessment of and through problem solving, and the problem solving
environment. Mathematical problem solving has long been recognized as an important aspect
of mathematics, teaching mathematics, and learning mathematics. It has influenced
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mathematics curricula around the world, with calls for the teaching of problem solving as well
as the teaching of mathematics through problem solving. And as such, it has been of interest
to mathematics education researchers for as long as the field has existed. Research in this
area has generally aimed at understanding and relating the processes involved in solving
problems to students’ development of mathematical knowledge and problem solving skills.
The accumulated knowledge and field developments have included conceptual frameworks for
characterizing learners’ success in problem solving activities, cognitive, metacognitive, social
and affective analysis, curriculum proposals, and ways to promote problem solving
approaches.
A traditional Native American healer from the Karuk tribe shares his personal story of
reconnection to the Great Spirit in contemporary America. • By Bobby Lake-Thom, author of
the bestseller Native Healer. • Provides Native American shamanic perspective on disease
and healing. • Explores indigenous social identity in a spiritual and political context. • Reveals
authentic indigenous traditions and ceremonies from numerous tribes. This redemption story of
Native American healer Bobby Lake-Thom invites the reader to enter a world of authentic
indigenous traditions and ceremonies. Bobby, also known as Medicine Grizzly Bear, didn't
recognize his shamanic calling at first. He didn't know that his vivid dreams, psychic abilities,
and visitations by wild animals and ghostly figures were calls from the Great Spirit. In the ageold shamanic tradition, it took a near-death experience for the message to get through to him.
Though still a young man, he was wracked with debilitating arthritis. Unable to handle the
physical and psychic pain, he set out into the wilderness determined to kill himself with an
overdose of drugs and alcohol. But before downing the substances, he approximated a Native
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American ceremony as best he could, sending a heartfelt prayer for assistance to the Great
Spirit. He woke up--alive--the next morning and received a message from Eagle, telling him to
seek help from Wahsek, a medicine man in the northern mountains. And so Bobby's
apprenticeship began. Forbidden to reveal Wahsek's secrets until 10 years after his death,
Bobby is now free to share this fascinating story with the world.
"This is a must-read book for any teachers of math." -Jo Boaler, Professor of Mathematics
Education at Stanford University and author of Mathematical Mindsets Numerical fluency is
about understanding Numerical fluency is about understanding, not memorization. It comes
over time as students engage in active thinking and doing, not endless worksheets and timed
tests. Classroom instruction and materials, however, often don't feel aligned with these
realities. In Developing Numerical Fluency, Patsy Kanter and Steven Leinwand take a fresh
look at a commonly-asked question: "How do I teach number facts so my students know them
fluently?" They apply their decades of experience teaching mathematics to rethinking effective
fluency instruction. Classroom-tested ideas you can use right away Each chapter introduces
ideas, techniques, and strategies that contribute to meaningful fluency for all students. You'll
find: pivotal understandings that illuminate what contributes to real numerical fluency six
instructional processes that support lasting fluency development classroom structures and
activities for building fluency in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division suggestions for
creating a school-wide culture of numerical fluency. Patsy and Steve remind us that, "Students
do not develop numerical fluency by memorizing and regurgitating rules." But many of us
learned mathematics in exactly this way, making shifting our instruction challenging.
Developing Numerical Fluency provides just the right support, offering big ideas for rethinking
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instruction paired with classroom-tested activities you can use right away.

Precalculus with LimitsCengage Learning
Originally published in England and cowritten with her father, "In Code" is "a
wonderfully moving story about the thrill of the mathematical chase" ("Nature")
and "a paean to intellectual adventure" ("Times Educational Supplement"). A
memoir in mathematics, it is all about how a girl next door became an awardwinning mathematician. photo insert.
SpringBoard Mathematics is a highly engaging, student-centered instructional
program. This revised edition of SpringBoard is based on the standards defined
by the College and Career Readiness Standards for Mathematics for each
course. The program may be used as a core curriculum that will provide the
instructional content that students need to be prepared for future mathematical
courses.
To find more information about Rowman & Littlefield titles please visit us at
www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
"With the collaboration of a number of dedicated teachers and their students,
Susan Empson and Linda Levi have produced a volume that is faithful to the
basic principles of CGI while at the same time covering new ground with insight
and innovation." -Thomas P. Carpenter This highly anticipated follow-up volume
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to the landmark Children's Mathematics: Cognitively Guided Instruction
addresses the urgent need to help teachers understand and teach fraction
concepts. Fractions remain one of the key stumbling blocks in math education,
and here Empson and Levi lay a foundation for understanding fractions and
decimals in ways that build conceptual learning. They show how the same kinds
of intuitive knowledge and sense making that provides the basis for children's
learning of whole number arithmetic can be extended to fractions and decimals.
Just as they did in Children's Mathematics and Thinking Mathematically, Empson
and Levi provide important insights into children's thinking and alternative
approaches to solving problems. Three themes appear throughout the book:
building meaning for fractions and decimals through discussing and solving word
problems the progression of children's strategies for solving fraction word
problems and equations from direct modeling through relational thinking
designing instruction that capitalizes on students' relational thinking strategies to
integrate algebra into teaching and learning fractions. With illuminating examples
of student work, classroom vignettes, "Teacher Commentaries" from the field,
sample problems and instructional guides provided in each chapter, you'll have
all the tools you need to teach fractions and decimals with understanding and
confidence.
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Although more and more students have the test scores and transcripts to get into
college, far too many are struggling once they get there. These students are
surprised to find that college coursework demands so much more of them than
high school. For the first time, they are asked to think deeply, write extensively,
document assertions, solve non-routine problems, apply concepts, and accept
unvarnished critiques of their work. College Knowledge confronts this problem by
looking at the disconnect between what high schools do and what colleges
expect and proposes a solution by identifying what students need to know and be
able to do in order to succeed. The book is based on an extensive three-year
project sponsored by the Association of American Universities in partnership with
The Pew Charitable Trusts. This landmark research identified what it takes to
succeed in entry-level university courses. Based on the project's findings - and
interviews with students, faculty, and staff - this groundbreaking book delineates
the cognitive skills and subject area knowledge that college-bound students need
to master in order to succeed in today's colleges and universities. These
Standards for Success cover the major subject areas of English, mathematics,
natural sciences, social sciences, second languages, and the arts.
Presents a multifaceted model of understanding, which is based on the premise
that people can demonstrate understanding in a variety of ways.
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Modernizing Learning: Building the Future Learning Ecosystem is an
implementation blueprint for connecting learning experiences across time and
space. This co-created plan represents an advancement of how and where
learning will occur in the future. Extensive learning and technological research
has been conducted across the myriad disciplines and communities needed to
develop this holistic maturation of the learning continuum. These advancements
have created the opportunity for formal and informal learning experiences to be
accessible anywhere, anytime, and to be personalized to individual needs.
However, for full implementation and maximal benefits for learners of all ages
and within all communities to be achieved, it is necessary to centralize and
coordinate the required connections across technology, learning science, and the
greater supporting structures. Accordingly, the ADL Initiative has taken the lead
in this coordination process, connecting Government, Military, Academia,
Industry, and K-12 teachers, instructors, technologists, researchers, and
implementers to create and execute a coordinated transition process. Input was
included from stakeholders, communities, and supporting entities which will be
involved in this advancement of the life-long learning ecosystem.
This intriguing book explores the reasons that lead undergraduates of aboveaverage ability to switch from science, mathematics, and engineering majors into
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nonscience majors. Based on a three-year, seven-campus study, the volume
takes up the ongoing national debate about the quality of undergraduate
education in these fields, offering explanations for net losses of students to nonscience majors. Data show that approximately 40 percent of undergraduate
students leave engineering programs, 50 percent leave the physical and
biological sciences, and 60 percent leave mathematics. Concern about this waste
of talent is heightened because these losses occur among the most highly
qualified college entrants and are disproportionately greater among women and
students of color, despite a serious national effort to improve their recruitment
and retention. The authors' findings, culled from over 600 hours of ethnographic
interviews and focus group discussions with undergraduates, explain the
intended and unintended consequences of some traditional teaching practices
and attitudes. Talking about Leaving is richly illustrated with students' accounts of
their own experiences in the sciences. This is a landmark study-an essential
source book for all those concerned with changing the ways that we teach
science, mathematics, and engineering education, and with opening these fields
to a more diverse student body.
The book explores various facets of transdisciplinarity in mathematics education
and its importance for research and practice. The book comprehensively outlines
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the ways that mathematics interacts with different disciplines, world views, and
contexts; these topics include: mathematics and the humanities, the complex
nature of mathematics education, mathematics education and social contexts,
and more. It is an invaluable resource for mathematics education students,
researchers, and practitioners seeking to incorporate transdisciplinarity into their
own practice.
In this succinct but well-balanced textbook, the authors are rethinking the content
and the method of teaching intermediate algebra to college students. It provides
readers with experience in recognizing and using mathematics in real-life
situations to prepare them for applicative courses at the undergraduate level. The
material is clear and flows nicely from variables to linear to exponential to
quadratic functions. Its color-augmented presentation is visually pleasing,
uncluttered, and inviting. Examples, problems, and exercises are designed to
help students connect real life situations with abstract representations as well as
to make connections among the mathematical concepts. To further facilitate
content retention, an intuitive feel is given through consistent use of the
symbiosis between algebra and geometry. The concepts are well grounded in a
student-friendly narrative mode of mathematical exploration that preserves the
integrity of the mathematics without drowning the readers in jargon or
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unnecessary detail. The authors give detailed directions for class activities,
making the book an excellent teaching tool for both beginning and experienced
teachers.
"AMTE, in the Standards for Preparing Teachers of Mathematics, puts forward a
national vision of initial preparation for all Pre-K-12 teachers who teach
mathematics. SPTM pertains not only to middle and high school mathematics
teachers who may teach mathematics exclusively but also to elementary school
teachers teaching all disciplines, special education teachers, teachers of
emergent multilingual students, and all other teaching professionals and
administrators who have responsibility for students' mathematical learning. SPTM
has broad implications for teacher preparation programs, in which stakeholders
include faculty and administrators in both education and mathematics at the
university level; teachers, principals, and district leaders in the schools with which
preparation programs partner; and the communities in which preparation
programs and their school partners are situated. SPTM is intended as a national
guide that articulates a vision for mathematics teacher preparation and supports
the continuous improvement of teacher preparation programs. Such continuous
improvement includes changes to preparation program courses and structures,
partnerships involving schools and universities and their leaders, the ongoing
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accreditation of such programs regionally and nationally, and the shaping of state
and national mathematics teacher preparation policy. SPTM is also designed to
inform accreditation processes for mathematics teacher preparation programs, to
influence policies related to preparation of teachers of mathematics, and to
promote national dialogue around preparing teachers of mathematics. The vision
articulated in SPTM is aspirational in that it describes a set of high expectations
for developing a well-prepared beginning mathematics teacher who can support
meaningful student learning. The vision is research-based and establishes a set
of goals for the continued development and refinement of a mathematics teacher
preparation program and a research agenda for the study of the effects of such a
program. SPTM contains detailed depictions of what a well-prepared beginning
teacher knows and is able to do related to content, pedagogy, and disposition,
and what a strong preparation program entails with respect to learning
experiences, assessments, and partnerships. Stakeholders in mathematics
teacher preparation will find messages related to their roles. Standards for
Preparing Teachers of Mathematics includes standards and indicators for teacher
candidates and for the design of teacher preparation programs. SPTM outlines
assessment practices related to overall quality, program effectiveness, and
candidate performance. SPTM describes specific focal practices by grade band
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and provides guidance to stakeholders regarding processes for productive
change"-Offers advice about taking multiple choice and essay CLEP examinations;
describes each subject on the test, including English, foreign languages, and
history; and aids in the interpretation of scores.
?Talking about Leaving Revisited discusses findings from a five-year study that
explores the extent, nature, and contributory causes of field-switching both from
and among “STEM” majors, and what enables persistence to graduation. The
book reflects on what has and has not changed since publication of Talking about
Leaving: Why Undergraduates Leave the Sciences (Elaine Seymour & Nancy M.
Hewitt, Westview Press, 1997). With the editors’ guidance, the authors of each
chapter collaborate to address key questions, drawing on findings from each
related study source: national and institutional data, interviews with faculty and
students, structured observations and student assessments of teaching methods
in STEM gateway courses. Pitched to a wide audience, engaging in style, and
richly illustrated in the interviewees’ own words, this book affords the most
comprehensive explanatory account to date of persistence, relocation and loss in
undergraduate sciences. Comprehensively addresses the causes of loss from
undergraduate STEM majors—an issue of ongoing national concern. Presents
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critical research relevant for nationwide STEM education reform efforts. Explores
the reasons why talented undergraduates abandon STEM majors. Dispels
popular causal myths about why students choose to leave STEM majors. This
volume is based upon work supported by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Award
No. 2012-6-05 and the National Science Foundation Award No. DUE 1224637.
This survey focuses on the main trends in the field of calculus education. Despite their
variety, the findings reveal a cornerstone issue that is strongly linked to the formalism of
calculus concepts and to the difficulties it generates in the learning and teaching
process. As a complement to the main text, an extended bibliography with some of the
most important references on this topic is included. Since the diversity of the research
in the field makes it difficult to produce an exhaustive state-of-the-art summary, the
authors discuss recent developments that go beyond this survey and put forward new
research questions.
A Pre-Calculus textbook that focuses on mathematical techniques that are common
issues for students in Calculus. This text contains many examples, ranging from basic
to more complex, with exercises at varying levels of difficulty. This can be used either
as a standalone Pre-Calculus textbook or as supplementary material for students in
Calculus. A free .pdf version of this text can be obtained at apexcalculus.com.
The discovery-based Constructing Numbers: An Inquiry-Based Capstone Mathematics
Course helps students synthesize material from elementary analysis, linear algebra,
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algebraic structures, and geometry while providing perspective on how mathematical
thought has developed. The book opens with the history of numbers. It moves on to
cover axiomatic systems, real, complex, and constructible numbers, and an algebraic
formulation of field construction. The final chapters are devoted to finite fields,
probability, and permutation groups. By actively participating in the exercises and
proofs, students learn how the material progresses in a logical way. They master the
content by doing the work and presenting their results. Working through Constructing
Numbers gives students a deeper understanding of the discipline of mathematics. They
understand the importance of moving beyond a strictly mechanical approach to "doing"
mathematics and to instead ask "why" mathematical processes are as they are.
Intended for one-semester upper-division classes, Constructing Numbers can be used
in capstone courses in the major, or classes for pre-service secondary mathematics
teachers.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus
to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not
be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
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with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Contemporary Human Geography is a beautifully crafted, modular
springboard into essential human and cultural geography concepts, designed for the
contemporary geography student. This brief, innovative text explores current human
geography in the bold visual style that distinguishes Dorling Kindersley (DK)
publications. Topics within each chapter are organized into modular, self-contained, twopage spreads. Together with the graphics, Rubenstein's efficient writing engages
students, presenting information clearly without sacrificing the high-quality geography
content essential to students and instructors.
Specifically designed to meet the needs of high school students, REA's High School
Pre-Calculus Tutor presents hundreds of solved problems with step-by-step and
detailed solutions. Almost any imaginable problem that might be assigned for
homework or given on an exam is covered. Topics include algebraic laws and
operations, coordinate system relations, linear functions, sequences, series, graphing,
limits, and applications. A valuable study aid for students taking upper-level
mathematics courses. Fully indexed for locating specific problems rapidly.
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Geometry Labs is a book of hands-on activities that use manipulatives to teach
important ideas in geometry. These 78 activities have enough depth to provide
excellent opportunities for discussion and reflection in both middle school and high
school classrooms.
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